City of Hope, a comprehensive cancer center and independent biomedical research institution in Duarte, California, is a world leader in the research and treatment of cancer and other serious diseases, including diabetes and HIV/AIDS. We combine scientific advances with personalized and compassionate care. Our skilled staff and unique team approach make medical miracles possible.

By developing scientific breakthroughs, expediting new treatments, providing outstanding professional education and delivering a personalized, compassionate focus for each individual patient, City of Hope is recognized as being at the forefront of the battle against cancer and other deadly illnesses.

**CARE AT THE FOREFRONT OF CURE**

With locations across Los Angeles, Riverside, Ventura, San Bernardino and Orange counties, our community practice sites bring City of Hope’s expert care and leading-edge treatment to your neighborhood. Patients in our community practice sites have access to various City of Hope clinical trials, in which our doctors and researchers investigate the newest ways to detect, treat and prevent disease.

City of Hope is a recognized world leader in cancer research and treatment, and that expertise is available to every patient at every location.

- One of only 51 comprehensive cancer centers in the nation, as designated by the National Cancer Institute
- Ranked as one of “America’s Best Hospitals” in cancer for 15 consecutive years by U.S. News & World Report
- Our pioneering bone marrow and stem cell transplant program is one of the largest and most successful, with more than 17,000 procedures performed to date and unparalleled survival rates.
- Four of the most widely used cancer drugs, Herceptin, Rituxan, Erbitux and Avastin, are based on technology pioneered by City of Hope, saving lives worldwide.
- We’re leading the way in immunology, harnessing the body’s natural defenses to fight cancer.

CityofHope.org